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Great news in the USA. The Starfighters Demo Team at Clearwater Apt Florida has now 3 flyworthy aircraft 
available for  air  demonstrations. Here it is seen at Mayport Apt.       (Mayport Apt, via Rick Svetkoff) 
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IFS news  
 
Hello all, 

 
It has been a while since the last ZIPPER was released. It has become a bit quite 
around the 104 scene. The work on the IFS website had also some impact on the 
ZIPPER magazine activities. But here we have again some news for you. 
The IFS website has been arranged and all sections have already been filled with 
lots of interesting information. We would advise you all to visit the website frequently 
and check the main page for latest additions. 
 
The ZIPPER magazine will not be released anymore on a 3 months frequency. This 
is because news mainly focuses on topics also found on our IFS website and forum. 
However the most important items needs to be addressed inside our newsletter. So 
when we have enough data for a ZIPPER we will create one. Of course we 
constantly need your help to gather news, information, photos etc.. 
 
For our website we still need a lot of photos regarding squadron exchanges, 
exercises and for filling our preserved sections. 
Thanks in advance!!! 
 
IFS HOMEPAGE    http://www.i-f-s.nl  
IFSBB (BULLETIN BOARD)  http://www.forum4free.com/ifs.html 
 

 

 

Small reunion at Weeze in September 2007. Some people visited the Starfighters to see the progress on the 
KG-101 and FX-52 activities. Do you all recognize these crazy people???      
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Country Corner 
 
 The latest Starfighter news in the world… 

 

 

 

Compiled by Harry Prins (thanks to various members) 
 

BELGIUM 
 
Gosselies news 
Early June 2007 Johan Bringmans reported some news regarding his F-104 
restoration project at Gosselies. First of all his restored FX69 will use the tail-section 
from FX70 in stead of this section from FX58. The FX70 is also owned by Johan and 
used for spare-parts finalizing the FX69. See photo beneath taken by Johan in the 
summer of 2007. 
 

 
 
The remaining body of the FX70 with the tail section from FX58 is now offered for 
sale. For more information please contact Johan Bringmans via email 
(johan.bringmans@skynet.be) 
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CHINA 
 
Inside ZIPPER 67 we mentioned on pages 7 and 8 that probably a real F-104 
Starfighter could be found in the backyard of the Chinese Air Force base Dingxin. We 
detected the aircraft while traveling with Google-Earth. In between the images have 
been refreshed and new photos show the airbase with different sun angle. Now it 
looks like the F-104 could also be a YAK-38. Also this YAK-38 would be a very 
unique aircraft to find in China but of course an F-104 would be far more interesting. 
 

DENMARK 
 
Bjerringbro 
Thanks to Tom Svendsen we now know which last 104 was scrapped at Bjerringbro. 
It was RT-654 of which the cockpit section was cut and taken to the Air Museum in 
Egeskov. Hopefully we will have some pictures of this cockpit soon. 
  

 

 

Inside a hangar at Karup AB a SAAB 35 Draken can be found (AR-113) but also two Starfighter fuselages 
being CF-104s R-704 and R-846.                                               (Karup, 9 August 2007, Ulrich Krog Jensen) 

 

FRANCE 
 

Toulouse Starfighter 
The ex German Air Force F-104G Starfighter 21+91 (werknr 7060) is currently under 
restoration at the Toulouse Air Museum (Ailes Anciennes). The project leader is 
Sylvain Dupouy who told us the latest status in May 2007: “For our F-104G, he will 
find again his own colors (we want maybe put together on the tail the JBG34 and 
JBG33 logos). The restoration is in the good way, but we have still a lot of work. We 
will finish the tail soon. The left wing is started. The landing gear will join the rest of 
the plane soon. The cockpit is complete. The fuselage (outside) is almost finished. 
We have finished a lot of parts (doors, flaps, etc...) I hope us to finish the plane in 24 
month, but it's impossible to know. We are a young team with in an old association 
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and some of my friends are students...then it's hard to have everybody in the same 
time on the project. In some years (2010) we will have a great new museum in 
Toulouse and the plane will be exposed. 
 

 

 

Toulouse aircraft werknr 7060 as DC+244 late June 1967 at Wildenrath where it participated with the TWM 
exercise. Today it look much different!!     (Photos by Hubert Peitzmeier collection and Mark Wassenaar) 

 
GERMANY 
 
Germany trip 
Frits Jongerman made a trip though Germany and Italy in August 2007. Aircraft seen 
in Germany included: 
 
Koblenz museum 16 August 2007  
98+36 (c/n 8100) F-104G-CCV WTD-61 
  
Schwenningen Air Museum 16 August 2007 
20+47 (c/n 2055) F-104G JBG-32 (outside) 
  
Oberschleischeim Air Museum 17 August 2007 
29+03 (59-4996 and c/n 5049) F-104F WS-10  
  
Koln-Wahn 
Inside ZIPPER 68 we reported that F-104F “BB+374” (werknr 5061) was expected to 
enter the collection of the Technisches Museum in Berlin. However, on the moment 
this ZIPPER is written in September 2007, it still can be found stored at Koln Wahn. 
It is told that they are still awaiting approval from the USA for this transfer since the 
aircraft was once delivered under MAP regulations. It looks like the USA has 
changed their regulations regarding preserved US designed aircraft and engines. 
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Another Germany trip 
During the family summer holiday IFS member Mark Wassenaar also brought some 
visits to a few German locations. Most interesting was his discovery of the cockpit 
section of likely 21+83 (werknr 7052) on display inside the base restaurant (canteen) 
of the Wilhelm Frankl Kazerne at Neuburg AB.  
 

 
 

 
 

Cockpit section of (likely) 21+83 seen at Neuburg. Of course also the JG74 official F-104G Starfighter 
gateguard was visited.                                                             (Neuburg, 25 July 2007, Mark Wassenaar) 
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Buchel. 
Some Starfighter flew only a handful of hours since they have been produced. One of 
them is SABCA build F-104G 25+86 (werknr 9061). Soon after delivery it went to the 
Technische Schule der Luftwaffe 1 (TSLw1) in Kaufbeuren and became instructional 
airframe coded “BF+122” lateron changed into “25+86”. After it was surplus in 1987 it 
was brought over from Kaufbeuren to Buchel on 16 July 1987. There it became an 
instructional airframe as well and is still used today. 
 

 
 

Great shot taken inside the apprentice hangar at Buchel AB. Left aircraft 26+26 and behind it aircraft 25+86. 
Both aircraft look still as new today.                                           (Buchel, May 2007, Peter van Stackelberg) 

  
Berlin-Gatow 
At this moment the future of the Air Museum at Berlin-Gatow becomes very unsure. 
This is because the nearby found Berlin Tempelhof will close soon and that location 
will likely become an Aerospace and Technical Museum. We will see what really 
happens. 
 

 
 

F-104F 29+06 sadly with WS10 badge on wrong tail position. Will this aircraft move to another location in 
the future? We will wait and see….                                              (Berlin-Gatow, 26 July 2007, Roger Seroo) 
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Currently the following Starfighters can be found at Berlin-Gatow museum (line-up 
July 2007): 
  
DB+127 F-104G (c/n 2002) JBG-32  ZELL-configuration 
20+37 F-104G   (c/n 2044)  JBG-34 bare metal  
26+49 F-104G   (c/n 7309)  WTD-61 
27+90 TF-104G (c/n 5920)  JBG-33 (squadron markings have been removed) 
28+01 TF-104G (c/n 5931) cockpit only, preserved in Luke memorial area in USAF 
c/s) 
29+06 F-104F   (c/n 5055) WS10 
 

 
 

TF-104G 28+01 has been repainted in Luke AFB colors and can be found inside a Luke AFB memorial 
room at Berlin Gatow.                                                                     (Berlin-Gatow, 26 July 2007, Roger Seroo) 

 
Appen aircraft possibly a composite aircraft 
From people at Erding we got information that the F-104G werknr 7076 “22+06” 
(currently found in Appen) is possibly a composite of 3 different airframes, once 
transported from Jever to Erding. It was stated that that it contains parts of the 
original, but they are not even sure about the identity of the actual fuselage. When 
we hear more we will let you know. 
 
Manching WTD61 day 
During the WTD61 day, held on 14 September two Starfighters were noticed in 
storage inside a hangar. One of them was the TF-104G 27+08 (werknr 5709), once 
instructional at Fassberg, and now waiting for approval to be added to the collection 
from Josef Voggenreiter in Niederalteich. The other one was F-104G 22+07 (werknr 
7077) which could be found on storage already here since 2006 when it arrived from 
Sylt Westerland being an ex instructional airframe.  
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F-104G 22+07 and TF-104G 27+09 are currently stored.             (Manching, 14 Sept 2007, Jorg Pfeifer) 

 
Niederaltheich Gerhard Neumann Museum  
Latest news on the museum is that owner Josef Voggenreiter is still waiting for TF-
104G 27+08 (werknr 5709) which is still stored at Manching. He already received the 
ex preserved MTU F-104G Starfighter. Currently this still unidentified aircraft is 
carefully examined and construction numbers of 8041/JA+107 as well as 2063/20+54 
are both mentioned. When we have confirmation we will let you know. At least at 
should be an early written off (ground accident) aircraft. It can be found stored near 
the owner’s factory (also in Niederalteich). At that location also F-104G 25+05 can be 
found today since Josef needed more room inside his museum after a MIG21 
arrived. 
 

 
 

Still un-identified F-104G Starfighter is seen here when it was still preserved near the MTU buildings.without 
any markings.                                                                        (Manching, 12 July 1997, Michael Riedesser) 
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Here the MTU Starfighter is seen being loaded on a trailer.  (Manching, 12 July 2006, Josef Voggenreiter) 

 

Niederrhein – Weeze 104 park update 

The old Laarbruch AB QRA area is becoming a true Starfighter park. Currently two 
aircraft can be found but we have feelings that the number of 104s could increase in 
the future.  
The current two aircraft do not lack attention. The KG-101 still needs a lot of 
maintenance work and the FX-52 is a big project on its own. 
Maintenance activities included changes to the ventral-fin, new generator doors, 
cleaning of the horizontal stabilizer and bare metal treatment of the wings 
(bottomsides), adjusted the strut upwards, completed the cockpit and a lot of hours 
were spent on the hydraulics bay and landing gear. 
Although many gallons of WD40 oil have been thrown into the nozzle section, it still 
is too corroded to move back in full-open position. Gladly Roger got some help from 
friends now and then. 
Last summer the KG-101 was used in a leading role inside a video-clip of a German 
rap-music group. This video clip can be found on internet as well as on MTV. 
Videoclip might be still found on : http://www.77store.com/77videos.html  
The FX52 project received some extra pressure since there is a plan to have it 
displayed in full Tiger colors late April 2008. This is to be part of a 31 Smaldeel 
celebration. More about this later. 
 
The landing gear compartment has been fully revised and really looks like news. The 
landing gear struts have been sprayed in yellow (as the TIGER FX52 had them as 
well) and wing-mounting areas have been revised as well. Currently the owners are 
working many hours, including weekends to get the project finished in time. For that 
reason they are considering working on in the winter, using special isolating plates. 
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The FX52 project is still ongoing. Note the yellow landinggear. (Weeze, 23 September 2007, Harry Prins) 

 
Memmingen Starfighter Group. 
After the group finished the lizard transformation of F-104G (werknr 6619) 20+98 into 
“20+05” they switched to their other Starfighter. This Starfighter (werknr 7139, 
22+58) is planned to keep its original serial but adopt the typical 70s/80s Luftwaffe 
color scheme. Some latest photos show already a steady progress. 
 

 
 

Aircraft 22+58 is showing a bit of its final appearance during a recent visit. The team is doing  a great 
performance.                                                                                      (Memmingen, 1 July 2007, Jorg Pfeifer) 

 

GREECE 
 
Agrinion mutations 
The MAR (Military Air Review) recently published a small visit report regarding a trip 
to Greece. Looking at the serials found at Agrinion AB it became clear that between 
September 2005 and May 2007 a number of aircraft have left Agrinion, very likely for 
display purposes. These are: 
RF-104G 7206, and F-104G 7422, 7426, 63-12717, 63-12724, 63-12734 and 64-
17781.  
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Unidentified non-flying tiger object indentified. 
On page 17 of ZIPPER 68 we published a photo of a Tiger painted preserved 
Starfighter at Araxos AB. Since this summer we know that this is F-104G 63-
12708/FG-708 (c/n 6060). It can be found preserved in the 335 Mira area. 

 
HOLLAND 
 
Beek tail 
In September 2007 on Maastricht- Beek airport the tail was found once belonging to 
D-8048. Years ago, in April 2000 it was still part of the instructional collection within 
the Technical University at Delft after the D-8048 fuselage was already gone to 
Woensdrecht AB. Today the tail can be found at the end of a parking area from ASL. 
When you take the highway Meerssen-EHBK, just in front of the main airport 
entrance, you will find the tail around 400meters to the right, near a fence. We have 
no idea why it went to Beek and when it arrived there. Maybe someone can explain 
this to us. 
 

 

 
Former upper tail section, once belonging to Dutch Air Force Starfighter D-8048. It has been used as 
instructional example inside the Technical University in Delft. Now it can be found near Beek Airport. Note 
the UFO badge still partly visible..                                             (Beek, 7 October 2007, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
F-104W version 
Late 2006 Roger Seroo found a special version of the F-104 Starfighter during a visit 
to Volkel Air Base. It was an F-104W or also nicknamed F-104 Wooden Shoe….. It 
could be found inside the 312sq building. Since it has some kind of cultural value we 
believe it is good to show it inside ZIPPER.. 
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F-104W(ooden Shoe) “D-8312”  of 312sq showing a wonderful wooden-shoe landinggear as well. It was 
seen at the 312sq hangar during a visit late 2006 by Roger Seroo. It is unknown if this aircraft ever 
flew….although it would be a great aircraft for the Dutch Navy….when landing at the sea it will never sink!!   
                                                                                                                   (Volkel AB, 2006, Roger Seroo) 

 
ITALY 
 
New preserved Starfighters 
 
This will be a very active section for now and upcoming releases of ZIPPER.  
 
It looks like Grazzanise AB is becoming a dedicated supplier of new preserved 
Starfighters. At least the aircraft are all sprayed in a weather protected light grey 
overall paintjob, a 9° Stormo black logo on the tail and type designation of the aircraft 
type. Sometimes serials were applied as well but most of the time aircraft become 
very difficult to identify. 
Beneath the latest news regarding preserved Starfighters in Italy in number order. 
 
MM6719 : Preserved at Sant Sophia, near Casena on a pole and 5 Stormo markings. 
Erected in 2005 it was last noted in July 2007. It is the gate guardian of that small 
mountain village near Cesena. The 104 is there to honour General Oscar Olivetti 
who was born in that village. The name of the General is printed in both sides of the 
tail under the Diana badge. Olivetti last command was that of 5° Stormo so the 
aircraft has 23° Gruppo marking on the left side (fuselage number “5-31”) and 102° 
Gruppo markings on the right side (fuselage numbers “5-01”). 
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MM6719 preserved on a pole with markings 5-01 and 5-31 representing both last Starfighter operating 
squadrons 102 and 23 Gruppo.                                                   (St. Sophia, summer 2007, Paolo Maglio) 

 

 
MM6749 : Preserved as “9-59” with 10° Gruppo markings inside the “Istituto Tecnico 
Industriale Galileo Galilei” in Rome. It was recently identified. 
 
MM6750 : Preserved at Istrana AB and star of the show during the 132° gruppo 
reunion early April 2007. It was completely refurbished with original Italian 
camouflage pattern and code “3-32”. Nose-section once belonged to aircraft 
MM6824. Currently it can be found inside a shelter in the 132°Gruppo area. See 
photo on top of next page. 
 
MM6776 : Preserved as “51-03” on one side and “51-07” on the other side at Erbe 
Verona. It can be found on a pole, near the Ferrari club. It was recently identified. 
 
MM6807 :  The F-104S/ASA Starfighter MM6807/5-41 has left Bentivoglio scrapyard 
near Rome and brought over to Avola which is a city near Catania, Sicily. A local car-
seller bought the aircraft and put it on 2 poles on the parking lot near his business. 
He applied some special marks on various areas of the fuselage but overall the 
aircraft kept its original colorscheme. The aircraft carries the tail section from aircraft 
MM6789 and the nose-section once belonging to MM6915. (Photo on next page!!) 
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MM6750 preserved on Istrana Air Base. Very strange to see an F-104S acting as an Orpheus recce pod 
carrying F-104G Starfighter when it still flew from 132 Gruppo former Airbase Villafranca.. Nevertheless  it 
looks really wonderful.                                                                       (Istrana, 16 April 2007, Ivan Turniano) 

 

 

 
 

Once stored at Bentivoglio, now preserved at the parking lot of a local car scrapdealer. The owner of a 
scapyard added some strange badges on the aircraft   (Avola, summer 2007 , photographer unknown) 
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MM6914 : Preserved in Thiene (VI) since 12 May 2007 as “51-22”. During the 
ceremony the serial 51-22 was applied on a wrong location, too far near the 
radome/nose section. In between they have fixed it and today the aircraft can be 
found preserved on the platform. The original engine of this aircraft seems to be 
stored on the Airport of Vicenza. 
 

 
 

MM6914 preserved currently at Thiene but here without marks. (Thiene, 12 May 2007, DanieleDotto) 

 
MM6940 : This F-104S/ASAM Starfighter has been found preserved on the airbase 
of Cervia since 2005. On one side it was coded “5-31”and on the other side “9-50”. 
We always wondered why this Cervia aircraft were codes from Grazzanise AB. 
Maybe they found out themselves since they exchanged code “9-50” recently with “5-
31” as well. It was first noticed in August 2007.  
 

 

 
MM6940 had serial 9-50 replaced by 5-31 now. You can clearly notice the area where the changes have 
been made by the fresh paint. It is still unknown why this aircraft initially had 9 Stormo markings as well 
since the aircraft was meant as Cervia Air Base Display aircraft. (Cervia, 24 August 2007, Frits Jongerman) 
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MM6??? : Preserved since 2007 at Velletri (near Rome) with RSV markings and 
code “RS-25”. Exact location is Quatiere Zona 167. It was first noted in August 2007. 
 

 
 

MM6??? preserved at Velletri as RSV aircraft RS-25. Hopefully one day we will find out its identity. This 
photo is the only photo known sofar of this new display aircraft.       (Velletri, August 2007, Gigi Pisano) 

 
Dumped painting object 
In 2006 the F-104S/ASA MM6785 with code “5-25” was taken away from the railway 
station in Rome and brought over to the Fiumicino Airport area, near Parco d’ Medici. 
There it was just dumped and in between a lot of gravity artists have found this piece 
of aluminum. 
 

  
 

F-104S/ASA Starfighter MM6785 “5-25” can be found today dumped near the Fiumicino Airport of Rome. It 
is used as victim for all kind of gravity artists. This resulted in a very strange camouflage scheme which was 
sadly never operationally used …..                       (Rome Parco D Medici, 13 June 2007, Christian Guidi) 
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Pratica Di Mare update: 
Late May 2007 we got some latest news from Pratica. It was clear that three aircraft 
were no longer found being MM6876, MM6743 and two-seater MM54251. It was told 
that these aircraft were 3 of the 4 aircraft which have been sent to Grazzanise to 
prepare them for shipment to the US. They even should have gone to the US this 
summer. 

 
There was an open house at Pratica Di Mare on 27 May 2007. Starfighters noticed 
that day were: 
F-104S prototype MM6660/RS-02 dumped in grass with parts from MM6827!!! 
TF-104G-M MM54260/RS-08, stored at the recovering area without wings and nose. 
F-104S/ASA-M MM6945/RS-06, stored at the recovering area without wings. 
 

 
 

 
 

Two photos taken at Pratica Di Mare in May 2007. First MM6660 RS-02 dumped somewhere at the Airbase 
and the second photo shows TF-104GM MM54260 codes RS-08 without wings, engine and stabile and 
nose. Behind this two-seater the F-104S/ASA-M MM6946 coded RS-06 can be seen. Also this aircraft lacks 
its nose, wings and engine but also its ejectionseat and speedbrakes. We are very anxious to know the 
future of these two birds…..                                                            (Pratica Di Mare, 27 May 2007, GRSA) 
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Burned 104s 
It is always sad to see Starfighters being burned for instructional purposes… During 
a visit late August 2007 at Cervia AB a burned Starfighter was noticed on the fire 
practice location. Sadly not much was left. 
 
Italian trip 
Frits Jongerman made a trip though Germany and Italy in August 2007. A report and 
a photo… 
 
Cervia AB 24 August 2007 
MM6880 5-36 (c/n 1180) F-104S-ASA-M preserved gate (grey c/s) 
MM6916 5-31 (c/n 1216) F-104S-ASA-M preserved gate (grey c/s)  
MM6940 5-31 (c/n 1240) F-104S-ASA-M preserved in shelter area (grey c/s) 
MM6788 5-01 (c/n 1088) F-104S-ASA-M tail section only stored in shelter (grey c/s) 
MM6848/4-52 (c/n 1148) F-104S-ASA-M stored inside same shelter as tail section 
MM6788 (cam c/s) 
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It looks like they are busy creating a preserved aircraft using fuselage of MM6848 
and tail section from MM6788. At least the tail-section has been refurbished into light 
grey color scheme already. 
 
Cerbaiola museum at Rimini 24 August 2007     
26+28 (c/n 9180) F-104G German Air Force JBG-33 camouflage c/s (preserved 
outside) 
 
Istrana AB 30 August 2007  
MM6804 '51-22/51-55” (c/n 1104) F-104S/ASA camo c/s preserved as gateguard 
MM6529 (c/n 6529) fuselage in special blue/red color scheme in use as instructional 
airframe (towing?) 
 

JAPAN 
 
Disappearing 104s 
More and more Starfighters disappear and are being replaced inside museums, 
public gardens, airfields etc. This is a very sad situation for the near future. An 
example is aircraft F-104J 76-8687 (c/n 3187) which was preserved (207 squadron 
markings) inside the Okayama Sky Garden, Kyouzan 2-5-2, Okyama City. On 6 May 
this year the garden was officially closed and the aircraft should have been gone 
now. 
Nobody knows where it went but likely it was brought over to a scrapdealer. 
 
Nyutabaru gateguard 
A while ago we heard why the Japanese Base personnel changed the serial of the 
gateguard at Nyutabaru from 46-8656  (c/n 3156) into 36-8535!!! This was because 
the F-104J 36-8535 was the very first aircraft delivered to 5Wing!! 
 
JORDAN 
 
On 28th of May 2007 one of our Jordanian members told us that he had noticed that 
the camouflaged F-104 at Marka airport has disappeared..We believe he is 
mentioning F-104A 56-775 c/n1063 (905/D), which was indeed camouflaged. The 
other aircraft at Marka should be F-104A 56-771 (c/n1059 (918/O) and being bare 
metal. 
 

NORWAY 
 
Project 104637 progress 
In September 2007 great news came to us when the 104637 team successfully run 
their J-79 engine, first military power and later on also the afterburner. 
In May already a successful system check had been performed but running an 
engine which had not been running for many years was a real challenge. On the 10th 
of September the aircraft was pulled outside of the hangar without the tail section 
clearing the engine. A day before they already run the engine without ignition but this 
10th of September the engine should be started the right way. 
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Everything went fine and around 70-80 % military power was given. On September  
24th the afterburner was tested and also this day everything went fine. This is a huge 
achievement and shows the professialism of the team and gives good feelings for the 
future. More information can be found on the website www.starfighter.no 
While writing this ZIPPER a special day should have been organized on October 19-
20th where the team will perform engine tests and hopefully some taxy text for invited 
public. Next time we will have more. 
 
NOTE: It is incredible to see that all the flying Starfighters in the world, now and in 
the near future, are all original Canadian Air Force used aircraft!!! 
 

 
 

An aircraft which will hopefully become very famous during future airshows, being CF-104D 104637 “637” 
seen here inside its hangar at Bodo.                                         (Bodo AB, 9 March 2007, Jan Jorgensen) 

 
Bodo museum 
Aircraft 104870 has been moved into a hangar at Bodo recently. It was mentioned 
that it would be given to the Norsk Luftfartmuseum in Bodo but this museum got 
104801 in stead. So it will stay on the Air Base. There are now plans to give 104870 
a red color scheme soon with white and blue stripes. We will see if this is really true. 
 
Airshow Kjeller 
Tom Svendsen mentioned an Airshow at Kjeller on 13 May 2007. One of the aircraft 
on the static show was CF-104 104755 “755”.  
During that day the aircraft had switched on anti collision and navigation lights after 
Tom arranged an aircraft battery, and a large power supply. 
The 755 is part of a project with a team including Tom. In September 2006 they 
mounted 4 Sidewinders to the aircraft and in April a clock and G gauge meter was 
mounted. The cockpit is now almost complete, only the altimeter is missing. 
A new ladder was made in 2007 for easy access by people to get into or have a look 
into the cockpit. During the Airshow there were lots of people who wanted to sit in the 
cockpit. 
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CF-104 Starfighter 104755 was well visited during the open day at Kjeller. The aircraft looks really wonderful 
and complete.                                                                           (Kjeller AB, 13 May 2007, Tom Svendsen) 

 

TAIWAN 
 
Tao Yan cleaning program 
On 26 January 2007 it was reported that after Tao Yuan AB was officially transferred 
to ROCN control, their four ROCAF ground display aircraft moved from Tao Yuan AB 
to ROCAF Hua Lian AB. These were the F-86F, RF-104G, RF-101A and RCH-
1.They joined the aircraft already at Hua Lian AB being an F-5E, F-5B and P-40. The 
mentioned RF-104G is aircraft 4375 (63-13254 and c/n 2038) as seen on the very 
nice photo taken by T.S. Lai on 17 June 2007, beneath.  
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On the 26th of January 2007 there was a special ceremony for this event on Hualien 
AB. It looks like the aircraft got a special cleaning treatment.  

 
TURKEY 
 
White 104 
The preserved F-104G Starfighter c/n 8105 and serial “4-105” at the university 
Campus at Ankara has recently been refurbished.. Likely they ran out of specific 
paint or they had to deal with an ultra low-budget since the aircraft was painted 
completely white!!! It was first noticed wearing this UN kind of scheme in 2006. 
The aircraft still wears the markings and “4-105” serial.. 
 

 
 

Aircraft 8105 looks like a United Nations aircraft in white… When looking carefully they seems to have 
painted the aircraft around the stickers                                              (Ankara Technical University, 2006) 

 
Dalaman 
At Dalaman an F-104 can be found preserved on a pole near the entrance of the 
military side of the airfield. It is the old Dutch Air Force F-104G c/n 8060 which 
carries strange serial “9-2000”. We have no idea why. It is opposite an F-5. 
A photo can be found on top of the next page. 
 
Eskisehir 
Aircraft c/n 7190 can be found preserved within the collection of the Eskisehir Air 
Museum in German Air Force colors for a number of years. At least it was seen there 
from April 1999 with code “8-190”. Because it was preserved outside the paint had 
been suffered a lot due to weather conditions. Recently they have refurbished the 
aircraft and give it a 2 tone grey camouflage scheme. It looks a bit strange that way.  
A photo of it can be found on the next page. 
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Once flying in Holland as D-8060, now on display showing a very exotic serial 9-2000. It can be found near 
the military entrance opposite and F-5.                             (Dalaman-Marmaris, 8 July 2007,  Paul Smith) 

 
 

 

 
F-104G 7190 has received a new fresh paint shop. Sadly this scheme is giving the aircraft a very non-
operational appearance..                                 (Eskisehir Air Museum, 29 May 2007, Hunkar Urfalioglu) 
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Balikesir error 
On page 28 of ZIPPER 68 we published a photo of F-104G 8090 with serial “9-090” 
and it was stated that this was after a change from serial “9-191”. However in 
between we know that this photo was “photoshopped”…. So it is not true and the 
aircraft still carries serial “9-191” today. Of course the “191” was chosen because of 
the 191 Filo where the aircraft can be found. 
 

 

 
F-104G 8090 wearing serial 9-191 (for 191 filo)  preserved on a pole.                     (Balikesir, Haluk Sevel)  

 

UK 
 

Grainthorpe Starfighter 
IFS-member Gary Binnie got some news from the F-104G 22+57 (werknr 7138), 
currently preserved in the UK outside at Grainthorpe, Lincolnshire. 
Gary talked to the owner who told him that there are serious plans to move the 
aircraft to another location at RAF Binbrook where it will be put on display inside. 
When every goes well it hopefully will move soon. The museum website can be 
found at: http://www.binbrook.demon.co.uk/ 
Beneath a photo showing the aircraft as it sits now, taken by Ray Whiteley (LINCAIR)  
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USA 
 
New Starfighter INC aircraft registered. 
The CF-104 “104759” (c/n 1059) which was bought by the Starfighters Inc 
demonstration team has been successfully overhauled and got officially registered as 
“N104RN” on 10 August 2007. 
First flight took place in October although the aircraft still has a grey colour scheme. 
Everybody was surprised to see it during the first day of the open house Air Display 
at Moody AFB on 20/21 October 2007, flying a three ship formation!! 
 

 
 

 
 

New star in the team CF-104 104759 “N104RN” seen above during the 3-ship formation and beneath while 
taxying. The civil code can be read on the root of the tailsection 
 (Moody AFB, 20 October 2007, Pete Cluckey)  

 
Although it was great to see three civil registered Starfighters landing at Moody it far 
from a smooth task for the team. Pete Cluckey stated: “It was a frustrating week for 
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the guys in Clearwater, trying to get all three jets up for the show. It seemed like it 
was one problem after another, creating a few sleepless nights. They missed the 
Saturday show.  However after the show on Saturday, at 5 PM three Zippers 
appeared over Moody. After an echelon break, they made a few passes and 
performed some victory rolls.  Rick, Gen. Ritchie and Smitty landed then Bloke and I 
turned the jets for a quick flight to get aero and formation sign-offs. All went well and 
Smitty was the last to land right at sunset. Now, for the sad part. Aircraft 850 refused 
to start for the show.  At least 8 attempts were made but no luck. So, sadly Rick and 
Smitty had to fly the show as a 2-ship team.”  
After Tom died a number of years ago, Rick had to think about how to continue his 
demonstration shows with more then 1 aircraft. In between a number of guys 
became capable of flying in the team. For example during the 3-ship formation while 
arriving at Moody AFB Rick Svetkoff was flying lead in the CF-104D (N104RB), Gen. 
Steve Ritchie was in #2 (N104RD) and Mike "Smitty" Smith inside the new grey 
colored N104RN. Also Geoff "Hak" Hickman will be flying at shows in the future. 
 
In the weekend of 3 and 4 November 2007 the team participated at the Jacksonville 
airshow. By then the three aircraft were flying again and the problems with the 
N104RD seemed to be history. Between Moody and Jacksonville the aircraft had 
been parked at NAS Mayport. 
  

ZIPPER 68 feedback 
Inside ZIPPER 68 we published an article on F-104A 56-731 as well as the mystery 
around the MASDC stored F-104A with F-104D FB-codes. One of our IFS members 
would like to react on this publication. He told us: “I reserve comment on 60731 at 
Mojave, apart from thinking that hiding a crashed aircraft successfully for 30 years 
seems a bit far-fetched.  We all know that the Mojave aircraft came from all sorts of 
sources (some more legitimate than others) and consequently some were "given" the 
most unlikely serials when nailed together.  I feel that is far more likely, but obviously 
cannot prove it. 
FB053 at MASDC is another example of subterfuge used around that time, people 
wanted very much to get the remaining F-104s out of there, against official thinking.  
There were only 5 F-104A left in December 1978.  60779, 60784, 60795, 60826 and 
60872.   
I photographed them all on 17 October 1973, in the same place as your photo.  
60826 had a silver finish, so is eliminated.  Looking at the condition and patterns of 
spraylat on the other 4, the aircraft in your photo was 60795.  When I photographed 
it, 795 was crudely sprayed on the rear starboard fuselage side in red, this appears 
to have been removed in your shot.  I shot it again on 9 February 1980, this time port 
side and FB019 is crudely sprayed on in yellow.  The inventory number FB053 was 
not there in 1973, and presumably was added either to "muddy the waters" (my 
suspicion) or in error - 71320 was in a completely different area of MASDC at the 
time and error is possible if unlikely.  60795 left MASDC 15 March 1982 for "Aero 
Engine Manufacturing Corp" of Glenview, CA.“ 
 
AF-Plant42 backyard 
A friend of IFS member Chris Baird, who used to work at Skunk Works, had a 
question....they had found a big dump of airplane wreckage near AF Plant 42. They 
found "what appears to be the front bulkhead of the removable aft section" of an F-
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104 and had wondered if it was "8-Ball". He is in possession of said chunk. The C/N 
seems to match 56-920 though, but Chris was not sure about the Contract 
Number. The data plate shows: “Contract No. A F33600307 56 S/N 1208”. So it is 
very likely indeed belonging the 56-920. 
 
Kissimee Starfighter. 
Since the Flying Tigers Warbird Air Museum in Kissimmee has been closed it is 
unknown what will happen to the F-104G FX51 (c/n 9094) currently coded USAF 
“FG-813”. Some reports stated that it will go to Douglas, Georgia but in October 2007 
it was still at Kissimee, stored inside the Stallion 51 hangar. The aircraft is owned by 
mr Blair. When we know more we will let you all know inside the next ZIPPER. 
 
Mark Wassenaar visited the Starfighter inside the beautiful clean hangar late 
October. Thanks to John Lauderback of Stallion 51 he was able to enter the hangar 
which was owned by Mr Blair. The Starfighter had been recently repainted into light 
grey colors. Formerly it was bare metal. 
 

 
 

The F-104G FX-51 (as 56-813) can be found inside a beautiful new hangar in Kissimee together with a 
MIG21, just noticeable on the right side…                      (Kissimee, 28 October 2007, Mark Wassenaar)  

 
Petersen Air and Space Museum 
We got some news regarding F-104C 56-936 (c/n ) from John Grier. The aircraft has 
been repainted this summer 2007. The plan was to take if from the pole since the 
fuselage was showing stress due to the high winds at Petersen at times. They hoped 
to have her on the landing gear and on a concrete base but at the end they decided 
to just repaint the aircraft. It still carries the F-104A looks with fake serial 56-808. 
Since the museum is dedicated to Air Defence aircraft, this Starfighter represents 
and old ADC aircraft 56-808. More info can be found on www.petemuseum.org . 
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Aircraft 56-936 has been refurbished in a very easy way….just while keeping it on the pole…. 
First photo shows it being prepared on July 31st, and second photo shows the final result two weeks later 
on August 14th.                                                                                                 (Peterson AFB, Erv Smalley) 
 

F-104C 56-919 still in good condition 
 
Mark Wassenaar visited the gateguard at the Brunswick Glynco Jetport being the F-
104C 56-919 (c/n 1207) in November. It represents an F-104A from the ANG. The 
aircraft gave the idea to have been recently refurbished.  
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Br  
 

Aircraft 56-919 was found on a pole near the entrance of Glynco Jetport. It was so clean that it must have 
been refurbished recently.                    (Brunswick Glynco Jetport, 2 November 2007, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
Strange photos on Chinese Website 
A number of weeks ago a strange story was found on a Chinese website discussing 
the shoot down of F-104C 56-883 (c/n 1171) over Hainan Island on 20 September 
1965. It was shot down by Navy MIG19 pilot Gao Xiang. Capt Phil E. Smith from 
436TFS became prisoner of war in China and was held until 1973. Three interesting 
photos were added showing the “killing” pilot with colleague, the prisoner Capt Smith 
himself as well as a gun-camera shot showing the hit F-104C. Our feeling is that the 
cam shot shows a very clinic 104 kind of model. We are not quite sure if this is a true 
photo….but you never know. See photo beneath. 
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Prisoner Phil Smith, another photo found on that strange Chinese website                                  (WWW) 

 
Belgium D-8090 taken over 
Last summer we received an email from R. A. Mathews of the Aviation Industrial 
Realty Corporation in Dunnellon, Florida. He told us that his company had acquired 
the F-104G c/n 9139 (ex Belgium Air Force FX81) showing Dutch Air Force scheme 
with serial D-8090.  
Mr Mathews stated: “We have acquired the F-104G that was in the collection of the 
Air Victory Museum, South Jersey Regional Airport, Medford, NJ. The aircraft 
remains on display in the museum while we finalize our plans for its disposition. We 
know it was donated to the Air Victory Museum by Steve Snyder or one of his 
companies. We do not know where Snyder acquired the F-104”. 
  
We will keep you all updated on this future move.  
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F-104G FX81 (c/n 8139) as Dutch Air Force D-8090 preserved inside the Air Victory Museum. It is unsure 
how long it will stay there…                                                                  (Medford, Randy Matthews, 2007) 

 

 
 

Aircraft 56-790 can currently be found inside the century series circle within the Edwards Air Museum. 
On the background the tail can be seen of an F-106 Delta Dart and also visible is an F-100 Super Sabre. 
The century series Circle also includes an F-102 Delta Dagger and an F-101 Voodoo aircraft. 
It is very sad that the canopy glass has been masked black, probably beause the quality of the glass had 
become very bad.                                                   (Edwards AFB, 26 September 2007, Brian Lockett) 

 
 
The Country Corner section is meant for all of us. This way we can share all news 
over the world, so if you have any 104 related news or photos please do not hesitate 
to share it within the community by mailing it to the info@i-f-s.nl  or via surface mail 
to IFS, p/a Harry Prins, Kolgans 7, 7827SL, Emmen, The Netherlands. 
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Odds & Ends 
 
   

 
Various members 

BOOKS, Magazines and DVD’s. 
 
We are currently very busy creating a list of all released books, magazine articles 
and Video/DVDs. When the list is ready it will be available on the International F-104 
Society website. We thank Scott Vetter for his hard work!! 
 
New books… 
 

In October we got aware of a Japanese book 
about the F-86 and F-104 aircraft within the 
Japanese Air Force. It had been published 
already in October 2006. 
Military Aircraft of JASDF part 6 “F-86 F-
104”. ISBN 4871497402. It contains a lot of 
nice photos of which also some old ones. Of 
course also a serial list (although not 
providing any new information). Also it 
includes an overview of all currently (2005 
status) preserved Starfighters in Japan, with 
various black and white photos. 

 
 
 

Another interesting new publication is the book 
compiled by Stan Lukasiewicz about the 
60/337th FIS.  Stan is a "honorary member" of 
the squadron and made this book upon request 
of the squadron. It is a softcover, has 347 pages 
and is filled with photos, newspaper articles 
about the squadron, aircraft accident reports, 
sporting events and social events that took place 
in the squadron, stories from some of the 
squadron personnel, and a listing of all F-86D, 
F-86L and F-104s assigned to the unit while at 
Westover AB.  The book sells for $ 28.95 plus 
shipping & handling and can be ordered by 
writing an e-mail to the author at the following 
address: par3club@yahoo.com 
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stories 
 
DUCK TALES… 

 
  

 

 

By Paolo Maglio 

 
 
Autumn 2007 we got some interesting information about the “Donald Duck” 
character regarding 101° and  102° Gruppo Starfighter insignes from IFS member 
Paolo Maglio. We asked him if he could write a small story on the subject and gladly 
he found some time to do so.  
 
102° Gruppo tuffatori (diving bomber squadron) was born on may 1st, 1942 but its 
ancestry dates back to the Spanish civil war and the XVI° Gruppo Aviazione 
Legionaria "La Cucacaracha". 
The 102° Gruppo fought in WWII, flying Junkers Ju-87 and later Reggiane Re.2002 
both in the bomber and anti-shipping role. 
After the war, it was reformed on war weary Macchi 205 and Supermarine  Spitfires 
and in 1951 it got ex-USAFE Republic F-47D-25RE. 
For all that time the Gruppo insigna has been a diving duck shooting a small ship. 
The duck came from the 97°Gruppo "Picchiatelli" since 102°Gruppo was born after 
the disbandment of the Picchiatelli. By the way, the aircraft at that time only had the 
Wing/Stormo badge on the fin and the Gruppo badge was only used by pilots and on 
buildings. 
During 1956 the Gruppo finally came in the jet era, converting to the Republic F-84G 
Thunderjet. To celebrate the event they chose to make a new badge. Almost all the 
pilots helped to find a new design and finally the one by Lt. Di Caprio was chosen 
because the new Donald Duck was still in the tradition of the "ducks" (after the war, 
in all air bases of the Gruppo, they used to make a small pond and have a few ducks 
near the Squadron office!)  By the way F-84G still flew without the Donald Duck ; at 
that time only a flash on the tail was used to distinguish the aircrafts of the three  
5°Aerobrigata Gruppi. 
It was with the arrival of the Republic F-84F Thunderstreak that the Donald Duck 
finally flew. It was painted on the tails of those powerful fighter bombers while the 
Diana badge of the 5°Aerobrigata was moved to the front fuselage sides. 
To tell the truth, the Gruppo emblem, even though it looks so similar to Disney's 
Donald Duck, is not called Paperino (Donald Duck's name in Italy) but Papero 
Incazzato "angry duck", to put it mildly. 
On may 1964 the Gruppo left its F-84F and got the mighty F-104G and a few RF-
104G. 
Early F/RF-104G aircraft had no Gruppo markings, only the Diana on the tail, but  a 
little later 101° Gruppo also converted to the F/RF-104G on the same airbase 
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so stickers with the Gruppo badges were put on the tail of the tip tanks of the 104s of 
the two Gruppi to distinguish them. (See photo beneath showing MM6637). 
 

 
 

 
 

Squadron insignes on the tails of the tiptanks. Above MM6637 coded 5-24 wearing the 102 gruppo badge on 
the tiptank and beneath an unknown RF-104G coded 5-31 wearing the 101 gruppo badge on the tiptank. 

 
This practice was short lived since in June 1966 the 101° Gruppo was ordered to 
convert back to F-84F and later to move to Cervia, so in Rimini only the 102°Gruppo 
was left flying F/RF-104G and the use of tip tank badges was discontinued. 
Later on, since in the whole AMI all other Gruppi used to paint their badges on the air 
intakes of their planes, 102° Gruppo also started to do that. From 1973 the Gruppo 
converted to the F-104S. Only one, non flying G was left in Rimini AB. 
This aircraft was specially painted to celebrate the Gruppo 50° anniversary. 
It was painted flat black all over with a big blue (Gruppo colour) cheat line along the 
fuselage up to the tail. On the left air intake there was the Donald Duck badge while 
on the right one there was "GRILLO CANTERINO CHE SUONA LA CHITARRA" 
Cricket playing guitar badge. 
This badge was the personal one of Major Giuseppe Cenni, a Spanish Civil War ace 
and the most famous and decorated commander of 102° Gruppo during WWII. 
During the war many Stukas and especially Re.2002 of the 102° Gruppo used this 
badge instead or in addition to the official one. 
"Valzer!" was Cenni's war-cry, that is why that word was painted to the side of the  
fuselage. 
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F-104S/ASA MM6792 as 5-21 and F-104G MM6551 with 50years “VALZER” colors during the anniversary 
day at Rimini in 1992.                                                                                (Rimini, sept 1992, Paolo Maglio) 

 
The party was ongoing from May to September 19th 1992 and that day the very first 
Tornado with the Donald Duck insignia was presented. By the end of that year the 
Gruppo moved to Ghedi where in 1998 (after the disbandment of the TTTE in 
Cottesmore) it became the tornado OCU for the AMI.In May 2007 the Gruppo 
celebrated its 65°anniversary and a special painted Tornado with a blue tail was 
shown in Ghedi AB on the 4th May. Sadly this aircraft was lost one month later. 
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Scale modelling 
 
NEWS and RADIO CONTROL MODELS 

 
  

 

 
Various members 

 
 

RC Models flying around.. 
The F-104s do not fly anymore in Europe but there are Starfighters flying around in a 
different scale. And these look pretty much real!!!! 
Recently we received some information from Christian Guidi with some nice photos. 
Also he advised us to have a look at website: www.webalice.it/jetflydemoteam 
 

 

 
Beautiful radio-controlled Starfighter…..it really looks like a real one!!             (photo by Christian Guidi) 

 
 

HASEGAWA MODEL NEWS.. 
It is just incredible how many Starfighter kits have been produced by Hasegawa 
this year. Most interesting models are without any doubt the two-seater versions 
on scale 1:48. Lots of enthousiasts have been waiting for year to find a good kit to 
produce two-seater Starfighter on this nice 1:48 scale. 
Latest releases are number HSG09768 which allows you to create a TF-104G / 
CF-104D in three different NATO color schemes: Belgium Air Force FC-11, 
Danish Air Force RT-654 or the Dutch Air Force D-5811. And finally HSG009788 
which allows you to build the famous Lockheed demonstrator TF-104G. 
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Overview of the 1:48 scale Starfighter model Hasegawa releases in 2007: 
 

 

 
09731 

 

 
09737 

 

 
09749 

 

 
09756 

 

 
09767 

 

 
09768 

 
09788 

 
Swedish Starfighter.. 
Bert Oostmeijer was very surprised last summer to find a Swedish Air Force F-104 
Starfighter model on display inside a Swedish Aviation Museum in Malmen. The 
nose section was quite similar to the recce nose carried by the RF-35 Saab Draken 
aircraft. It is unknown why they build this aircraft but it just looks like a fantasy model. 
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Swedish RF-104 Starfighter????                         (Malmen Air Museum, summer 2007, Bert Oostmeijer) 

 

 

stories 
 
BLC horror…. 

 
  

 

 
By Warren Hunt 

 

The incredible story below was once written by Warren Hunt  who was once in the 
84th TFS and went on to fly the F-104 with the 83rd FIS at Hamilton.  Here is 
Warren Hunt's hair-raising F-104 story: 
  

"The following relates a few interesting moments in a fighter pilot's life during 
the early years of jet age development. I enjoyed nearly every moment of my many 
years of flying fighters but there were a few which were not a whole lot of fun. 
          
The F-104 was literally a kick in the butt to fly in comparison to the old subsonic birds 
we had been flying up until that time.  When I say "that time" I am talking about 1957, 
which is when I started flying the F-104. Going fast was no problem for the F-104 but 
going slow was, so they installed a BLC system, or Boundary Layer Control, on the 
airplane. This system enhanced the boundary layer air flow over the F-104's wings, 
allowing the 104 to be more easily controlled at lower airspeeds, such as take-off and 
landing. But the new BLC system had its weaknesses. 
 
On this day I had picked up a new F-104 at the Lockheed factory located near 
Palmdale. Another jock by the name of Don Dickman was also taking delivery of a 
new 104. We were both delivering them to James Jabara's squadron at Westover 
AFB, so we decided to fly across the country in formation. Don and I took off and 
headed for our first fuel stop at Kirtland AFB in Albuquerque.  I was leading and Don 
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was flying wing. Even today that flight is clearly imprinted in my mind because I came 
within a fraction of a second and only a few feet from being killed during that base to 
final turn for landing at Kirtland. 
  
I think I'd better explain a bit about BLC system and how it worked in conjunction with 
the F-104's wing flaps.  The aircraft was built to go FAST and had very small 
wings (7 feet in length each) and thus a very high approach and landing speed. So 
Kelly Johnson, Lockheed's famous chief engineer, and his "Skunk Works" guys 
came up with something new to lower the F-104's approach speed by about forty 
knots or so.  They designed a system which bled-off excess air from the jet 
engine turbine's 9th stage high-pressure air compressor, re-routing this high-
pressure air through small metal tubes integrated into the wings ahead of the wing 
flaps. These tubes had numerous holes in them allowing high-pressure turbine bleed 
air to flow out and over the 104's landing flaps to improve lift, increasing the velocity 
of the wing's boundary-layer air flow and basically "fooling" the wing into thinking it 
was going much faster. As the F-104 slowed and its wings approached a stall 
condition (loss of lift), the pilot lowered the flaps to the fully extended LAND position 
with simultaneous high air pressure from the BLC now delaying the stall and allowing 
lower approach speeds.   
 

 
 
The 104 had three wing flap positions: UP, TAKE OFF & LAND (T.O. & L), and 
LAND. A military airfield's 360-degree* Overhead Traffic Pattern was normally 
entered at 1,500 feet AGL (Above Ground Level) and in the 104 you entered the 
Overhead at 325 knots indicated airspeed (fast). After passing mid-field over the 
runway you performed a 180-degree "pitch out" maneuver, then rolled the wings to 
straight and level after turning 180 degrees to the Downwind leg.  The book (104 
Flight Manual) said to lower the landing gear and T.O. & LAND flaps on downwind 
(opposite the direction of landing). Farther downwind, when the end of the runway is 
approximately 45 Degrees behind your shoulder, you start your descending Base-to-
Final turn, pretty much one continuous descending turn, 180 degrees around to the 
short Final Approach leg to the runway.  (*180-degree pitch-out plus 180-degree 
base-to-final turn = 360-degree overhead pattern!)  
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After approximately 90 degrees of the 180 degree Base-to-Final turn, the book said 
to select the LAND flaps position, where both leading edge and trailing edge flaps 
extend down to their full 45 degrees of extension, creating more lift at slow 
speeds, and the BLC air system cuts in, creating even more lift. I did all that. 
But fate reared its ugly head. 
  
With Don just 5 seconds behind me, I was turning onto final when I moved the flap 
lever to the LAND flaps position. The flaps neared full-down position while passing 
through 800-900 feet AGL with 30-40 degrees of left bank. As the flaps neared their 
full-down position the Boundary Layer Control air system "KICKED IN!" 
  
Completely on its own, the aircraft ROLLED HARD LEFT turning me past the runway 
heading and rolling its wings well-past vertical.   
 
Reacting instantly with full right rudder and as much right aileron as I dared use (due 
to adverse yaw) I could not stop the left roll. I was quickly going inverted. I thought 
about ejecting "upward" (the early F-104A had a downward ejection seat and my 104 
was nearly upside-down) but the nose was too low...and getting lower.   
  
I immediately knew the BLC had to be the problem. I slapped the flaps switch up one 
notch to T.O. & LAND position to cut off the BLC and simultaneously slammed the 
throttle into afterburner to give me all the thrust I could get. I'd instantly stopped 
fighting the left roll and used both rudder and ailerons to expedite the forced roll 
quickly back to wings-level (right-side up).   
 
As the wings rolled level, I delicately started applying up elevator (pulling back on the 
stick gently to avoid a stall) until I felt a "burble" (near-stall buffet on the wings) while 
noticing that the pitot tube on the tip of the 104's nose cone appeared to be threading 
through the sage brush. Soon the nose began to rise a bit and the aircraft started 
accelerating and climbing out, away from the ground. 
  
According to Kirtland's tower controller my afterburner blast was kicking up a terrible 
cloud of dust. They figured I was rolled up in a ball of fire out there and immediately 
dispatched crash and rescue crews.   
 
Circling overhead, Don was amazed to see my beautiful new "Zipper" climb out of 
that horrible-looking mess down there.  
 
 Don joined up with me and we climbed up to 10,000 feet and took a few minutes to 
calm our nerves. I then asked for permission to enter the pattern for a straight in 
approach with T.O. & LAND flaps only, not full flaps, so as to prevent further use of 
the BLC system. 
 
After landing and taxiing in to parking the maintenance folks came out and checked 
the BLC tubes in both wings. Sure enough, the tube in the trailing edge of the LEFT 
wing was badly warped while the remainder of the BLC air tubes were fine. That 
meant I was getting full BLC enhanced lift air blowing on the RIGHT wing while 
the LEFT BLC was not blowing air and this was destroying lift on the LEFT wing.   
No wonder it had rolled hard left... 
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I got on the phone to Tony LeVier, Lockheed's famed chief test pilot, and I 
suggested (read: INSISTED) that Lockheed submit a change to the F-
104 Flight Manual and immediately put out a RED LETTERED message to all users 
to go to LAND flaps (with BLC) while still at 1,500 feet AGL on DOWNWIND LEG, to 
check for any BLC rolling tendencies, and NEVER wait to select LAND flaps until 
down lower in the final turn.   
 
Tony agreed and made the changes." 
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F-104A 56-734 looks very colorfull here on the salty surface near Edwards AB, in use with the NASA. It 
is unknown why the wings and nose were made black.              (Edwards, 16 November 1960, NASA) 

 

 
 

It is wellknown that Starfighters were seen now and then wearing tails belonging to another aircraft. 
Here an example showing an YF-104A 55-2964 with tail from F-104A 56-811. This YF was lost on 2 
November 1959. Note the chute just released for landing while still in the air….   (USAF) 
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Cover photo captions  
 
Front cover 
 
A new star on the block….CF-104 N104RN is former Norwegian Air Force 759 
(104759), has been added to Rick Svetkoff ’s  Starfighters demo team in Clearwater, 
Florida. Currently it is sprayed grey overall but soon it is expected to get the blue 
white team colors as well. This photo is taken by Mark Wassenaar while N104RN is 
landing at Jacksonville Apt on 3 November 2007. The team also has a number 4 
aircraft being an ex Jordanian F-104B. This can still be found in storage inside the 
team hangar and its future is unsure. 
 
Back cover 
 

Tom Svendsen got in contact with an ex Norwegian Air Force Starfighter pilot, Erik 
Dahlen. He has made lots of photos when he was flying at Bodo AB in the sixties and 
early 70s and these kind of photos are very rare and historically valuable. The photo 
on the back is one of the photos he has taken in 1970 showing one of his colleagues 
flying F-104G 62-12232 code FN-T (c/n 4034).  It is amazing how beautiful the 
Norwegian Starfighter markings where in those years.  
 

 
When you have photos for publication inside ZIPPER just email them. We are also looking 
for photos on our IFS website, regarding squadron exchanges, exercises etc. Of course we 
will credit your name with all the photos. 
 

 
 

 
 

F-104G 20+08 can be found preserved on a pole at Manching for many years. Here it is seen last 
summer still wearing WTD61 markings.                              (Manching, 26 June 2007, Mark Wassenaar)  
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Recent taken photos. First the fuselage of MM6848 4-52 stored at Cervia AB on 24 August 2007 taken by 
Frits Jongerman, then 98+04 as”11” at Manching on 14 September 2007 taken by Jorg Pfeifer and finally 
dismantled MM6945 RS06  at Pratica Di Mare on 27 May 2007 taken by GRSA aviation group. 
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